Unraveling the interaction of hemoglobin with a biocompatible and cleavable oxy-diester-functionalized gemini surfactant.
Surfactant-protein mixtures have attracted considerable research interest in recent years at the interface of chemical biology and medicinal chemistry. Herein, the interaction between a green gemini surfactant (C16-E2O-C16) and a redox protein hemoglobin was examined through a series of in vitro experimental techniques with an attempt to provide a comprehensive knowledge of the surfactant-protein binding interactions. Quantitative appraisal of the fluorescence/CV data showed that the binding of C16-E2O-C16 to Hb leads to the formation of thermodynamically favorable non-covalent adduct with 1:1 stoichiometry. UV-vis spectra demonstrated that the effect of C16-E2O-C16 on Hb is highly concentration dependent. Far-UV and near-UV CD spectra together elucidated the formation of molten globule state of Hb upon C16-E2O-C16 addition. Temperature dependent CD explicated the effect of C16-E2O-C16 on the thermal stability of Hb. Furthermore, the structural investigation of Hb via pyrene/synchronous/three-dimensional fluorescence and FT-IR spectroscopy provided the complementary information related to its microenvironmental and conformational changes. Computational studies delineated that C16-E2O-C16 binds in the vicinity of β-37 Trp at the α1β2 interface of Hb. Overall, this study is expected to clarify the binding mechanism between Hb/other congeners and surfactant at the molecular level that are known to have immense potential in biomedical and industrial areas.